
Tower of Strength Ministries
Proverbs 18:10

Tower of Strength Ministries is motivated by God’s heart for the The community is a place where widows and orphans can have their 
fatherless and exists to provide homes for those oppressed and dignity restored, where oppressed children can thrive, where widows 
marginalized in developing countries, spreading the gospel, and can feel useful again, and where newly formed families can flourish.  
providing maximum return on Kingdom investments! This is the kind of active helping community that God has envisioned us 

with for sharing His gospel message.This is an opportunity for the Christian community to have a major 
impact through expanding the Kingdom of God in Africa and beyond by Everything that is done in this ministry is aimed at glorifying Christ and 
investing in the next generation.  By building model communities, expanding His Kingdom by building true disciples.
helping those who have been oppressed and disenfranchised obtain Tower of Strength Ministries will provide leverage and visibility 
dignity, a Christian identity, and skills to be disciples of Jesus, they can in towards making a difference for Christ. We are a faithful ministry and an 
turn be lights in their nations. exemplary steward of resources with 100% of your contribution going 
Tower of Strength Ministries is in the process of building a compound in towards the establishment and maintenance of the community.
Zambia that will be a replicable model of how the love of God can Tower of Strength Ministries is committed to not only providing 
radiate from a modest space throughout the region and an entire nation. maximum value to beneficiaries, but also providing the best opportunity 
The community compound will provide a Christ-centered environment for givers to have confidence that their contributions are yielding 
where widows can feel productive while providing love to orphans. The maximum return on investment - for beneficiaries, AND for the Kingdom 
goal is for these orphans then to become disciples of Jesus, self- of God.
supporting and productive citizens of Zambia, giving back to their 
community financially and by spreading the gospel to all who are open 
to it. Our discipleship training is a Christ-focused education based on Please consider becoming a partner by giving at 
Biblical principles such as; parenting, life and job skills. https://towerofstrengthministries.com/support
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